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By Mervin Block

Marion Street Press Inc., United States, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Evening News Stars Often Fail Us. Can You Spot Their Mistakes? Longtime network
newswriter Mervin Block doesn t just watch and hear evening newscasts; he listens. Block, who
wrote for Walter Cronkite and other anchors at ABC, CBS and NBC, examines today s network
anchors, their scripts and their journalism. Instead of writing about anchors delivery, wardrobe or
favorite desserts, he points out distortions, deceptions, discrepancies and abuses of broadcast
writing style. Block shows how newscasters: * fudge facts, * tinker with time, * label stories exclusive
that aren t, * utter grammatical grotesqueries, * present old news as breaking news, * exaggerate
medical news, * hammer home hype, * boast about routine coverage. Block s sharp wit will leave
you amused, fuming and shaking your head over today s network anchors. Reinforced with tips,
tests and quizzes, Weighing Anchors gives anyone who watches the evening news the tools and
insights to identify write from wrong.
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Basically no terms to clarify. It can be writter in basic terms instead of di icult to understand. I am easily could get a enjoyment of reading through a
composed publication.
-- Dr . Ha z el Ziem a nn IV-- Dr . Ha z el Ziem a nn IV

These types of ebook is the best book available. It really is writter in easy terms instead of hard to understand. You will like just how the article writer create
this book.
-- K r ista  Nitz sche Jr .-- K r ista  Nitz sche Jr .
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